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Occupational Disease Caused by Toxic Chemical Agents and

Apportionment Through the Kentucky Special Fund.

I. Introduction

(a) Preface

This paper presents a survey of the application of Kentucky

Workmen's Compensation Law to occupational diseases which are related

to toxic chemical causative agents. The discussion will focus particularly

on the apportionment of awards and the role played by the Kentucky

special fund. Note, however, that occupational diseases like silicosis and

other pneumocorioSiS which arise out of coal mining activities have been

deliberately omitted as this is a statutory area beyond the scope of this

paper.

(b) Disease and Traumatic Injury Distinguished.

Occupational diseases have historically been non-compensable

under the Workmen's Compensation Laws of Kentuckv.' The early

statutes specifically excluded all diseases, whether occupational or not,

which were not naturally and directly resultant from a traumatic injury by

accldent.?

Larson traces this exclusion to traditional tort liability defenses that

were available to employers under the common law3 and also to the fear
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of an overwhelming of the compensation system if the floodgates against

occupational diseases were opened."

There is also medical rationalization for the difference in the

legal treatment of occupational diseases. In contrast to a traumatic

injury which has a sharp and easily determined causation, the causal

connection between an occupational disease and the presence of

causative agents or conditions in the workplace is more difficult to

establish. A disease may take a long period to develop. Factors

unrelated to work, such as smoking, alcohol use and off-the-job

exposures to causative agents could possibly affect or complicate the

etiology of the disease. Hereditary differences amongst individuals

and each person's aging process could also be important,"

While the scientific state-of-the-art is by no means perfect,

sufficient proqre ssf in medical knowledge, toxicology, industrial

hygiene, and epidemiology, have been attained to increasingly bring

occupational diseases under the ambit of compensation laws of states.

(c) Toxic Chemical Agents in the Workplace.

Toxic chemical agents are but one of a number of causes of

occupational disease." When compared with some of the other

causes, it is a relatively well documented problem from a scientific

research point of view. The Initial Substance Inventory published by
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the US EPA in 1979 listed 44,000 chemical substances which are

manufactured or imported for a commercial purpose in the United

States. Toxic chemical agents can take the form of solids, liquids,

gases and various physical permutations thereof.s They can also be

classified as inorqanic? and orqanic.!v Chemicals of varying toxicity

are found in the everyday workplaces. Workers usually work with and

are exposed to chemical agents called tntermedtates.!' The

nomenclature of these chemical agents range from common industrial

solvents such as naphtha, mineral spirit, turpentine, benzene.t- and

carbon tetrachlortde+s to the esoteric such as toluene diisocyanate

(TDI) and dinitrotoluene (DNT)14 Toxicity ranges from those that are

nu isance irritants 15 to deadly acute poisons.Iv Some chemicals

agents such as benzene and asbestos can cause cancer, yet appearing

innocuous at the time of exposure, giving little or no warning of their

presence and danqer."? Other chemicals like formaldehyde or

ammonia have such acute pungency that their release can quickly

compel workers to vacate the area of contarnination.t" Typical routes

of entry for toxic chemical agents include inhalatlon,"? oral

ingestion,20 subcutaneous penetratlon.>' and ocular penetration.22
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In industrial practice, various protective control

equipment,23 work practice, techniques,24 and personal protective

equipment25 are used to reduce undue exposure to the worker so as to

minimize disruption of production, as well as, to ensure individual

health and safety, However, in spite of these existing protections,

occupational diseases inevitably occur where prevention has failed or has

been insufficient. In such instances, there is an undeniable need for

the workmen compensation law to address the question of adequate c.!-

compensation to those who have lost their health or even their lives from

occupational disease caused by exposure to toxic chemical agents in the

workplace.

II Background

Since the enactment of the 1916 Kentucky Workmen's compensation

Law, a distinction has been drawn between a traumatic injury and a

disease. In an early case, the employe's claim for disabling heart

lining inflammation caused by the breathing of "bad air,,26 in his place

CT work was dismissed upon the ground that his disability was a disease

and hence not compensable. 27 Under the old statute, death from heat

stroke was ruled not to be a traumatic injury, and therefore expressly

noncompensable.28 As late as 1943, an employee's bronchitic condition
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(silicosis) caused by fifteen years of inhalation of limestone and emery
dust at the worksite was held to be a noncompensable occupational ,_.~,. ~ '~r

d· 29::lsease. Nevertheless, even then, an employee with an occupational
disease was not totally left without hope. In an earlier case,
compensation was allowed to the rabbit dresser who suffered from
tularaemia [sic]30 caused by a preexisting abrasion on the finger

...
~. :

because the court found that there had been a traumatic
accident.3l To recover, the claimant had to show that

injury by . .~

the injury ,- r'

-suff'erecduring the course of employment was unexpected, "without design,
and can be traced to a definite time, place and cause.,,32 In Turner,
Day and Woolworth Handle Co. v. Morris,33 the court granted
compensation benefits to the worker who contracted tenosynovitis~34
Medical testimony was divided: one doctor testified that-- the-·
.tenosynovitis was not due to traumatic injury, three other doctors
testified that it could have been due to traumatic injury, and one
testified positively that it resulted from [traumatic) injury.35 Amidst
this conflicting expert testimony, the court upheld the compensat-ion '.'",
board finding that plaintiff Is tenosynvi tis was compensable as a
traumatic injury.36 At that time, the statute required the court -to

'.'1'.".

find traumatic injury, and Warren tvlorriswould not have been able to
recover if the board or court had found him to be the victim of ,.
occupational disease.37 The rest of this paper will show that with the-·
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passage of time, Kentucky law recognized occupational diseases to be a

work related disability that is compensable under the' spirit of worker

compensation. As a result of advances in medical and sister sciences, ' ""

the peculiar chronic and insidious characteristics of occupational

disease which once rendered proof of causal relation di fficul t , is no - .
"

. longer ar, inpenetrable barrier to the claimant in Kentucky. While the _.J... _ '_' .

.•.-.. developments in, medicine and science are by no means complete, knowledge

linking specific chemicals to occupational diseases have made the proof : ~",..:: :: .....:

of cuasation easier. This trend in Kentucky is parelleled by ··I~.'Y>:.

developments made in other states.38

II 1. The Special Fund Under Current Kentu'dk.ySta tute s. -.:: i =.
------"._-

The special fund serves to accomodate too employee suffering

from occupational disease while, at the same time, !helps to relieve part

of the burden on the employer who may otherwise hav-e to bear an excessive- :::O'OC -

and unfair compensation award. The special furmll is a creature of

legislation.

KRS 342.122(2) authorizes the imposition ®ff a special fund tax

of three quarters of one percent on premiums rrreceived by insurance " ..-....

carriers and KRS 342.122(7) provides for the frmrral creation of the ...

Special Fund. KRS342.120(1) allows the special fGllo!to be made a party
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to a compensation action by either the claimant or the Workmen'

Compensation Board hearing the claim. The rules f-or --app-ortionment of the ;',--.. .-... -, ..

. , .----'-...- award between-the employer and the special fund are found under KRS~:

342.120(4),(5)39 and KRS 342.316(13)(a)40. A number of cases in the

t;-·': .-. '-,r
.;.- . !::

subsequent discussion will touch upon the di fference between these two

statutes. KRS342.121 sets forth the rules for the gathering of medical - "

:-:'2'-' evidence after the special fund has been made a party defendant. The ,,21::::';- ") _:1,";:-

current statute expressly includes occupational disease in its definition Y:,< (~:;-22'>'

of injury. 41 It, defines "occupational disease" broadly as "a disease' ""'0::,;'''

arising out of and in the course of the employment. ,,42 The legislation

dispenses with any requirement that the disease be "foreseen or

expected. ,,43 So. long as the disease "appear to be-related to a risk -!-:':::-~ ~>-' :,).,:'

connected with the employment and to have flowed from that source as a

rational consequence. ,.44 However, the statute imposes a sliding scale " -'

of limitations requiring the claim be brought within three (3) years

after an employee first experiences or dies from the occupational ,..."-

disease, provided that 'regardless of the date of discovery of the

disease, no clalm can be brought later than five (5 ) years pf the

employe's last exposure. The exception to the five year limit is the'

twenty year ' li~itation for cases of radiation disease.45

compensation for occupational diseases, other than silicosis or

pneumoconiosis,.i$ available only if the worker was exposed to the hazard

for five or more years46 These statutory limitations on Uability are
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harsh. but are deemed by the legislature to be necessary to prevent stale "'-' ;;L';-~,;:~;,:,~.,

claims, . to avoid flooding the courts with litigation, and to avoid the

more difficult aspects of proof 'of a protracted medical condition.

OAe relatively difficult question of proof and proration of

employer liability is provided for by legislation. The statute provides

-'" that lithe employer in whose employment [the diseased worker] was last <- .:.,,':;+0;',::',,'

.;4' injuriously exposed to the hazard ... shall. alone be liable therefor, ,i ' ~:l=~)).:'

without right to contribution from any prior employer. ,,47 However, ='.':' ''-~~~c.",,:.j

"because 0 f the di fficul ty in many cases to "conclusi vely" prove that ".' f'uv:h-:-li ,.,'

disability or death was the result of such last exposure, it is advisable _~st 2xi~s~r~

in all occupational disease cases to jqin the special fund as a,-';

party.48 The difficulty lies not so much in showing that the disease

r-, L

: t"
was proximately caused by 'ttorkplace hazards but in the chronic nature of '~-,':''.cr, T;-,,::

such diseases. Occupational disease often insidiously result from

protracted cumulative exposures over many years .. During such an ext.ended.>

time frame, the worker may have worked for several employers on jobs that'

involve different toxic chemical agents, each such employment r~.

relationship being an incremental cause of the disease under claim. The

Kentucky' special fund and corresponding statuteL~9 thus spreads the risk

. amongst all employers in order that the onus is not excessive to ..any

single employer. This provision has tended to foster and maintain ~,.

economic progress by protecting all sectors of the economy from excessive
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or unreasonable exploitation by any of the other sectors. The current-

development of the law recognizes the human element that is critical to a

__ productive industrialized economy. In the last century and -ear l y in this--

century, the_poor and uneducated laboring elements of -society accepted in

ignorance dangerous and unhealthy work environments that-presented unseen

heal th hazards in the case of chronic chemical poisons ~ Today, these

-,::-'--,same conditions cannot be imposed upon their better 'eduCated and informed

descendants- -without arous.lnq a vocal, if not dtsrupt.lve labor reacUon.

Scienti fie _and statistical techniques have increasingly - shown -the nexus - -_o:::;:-!s~; ,:..::

between certain occupational diseases and speci fic cneatcal s , Analytical

chemistry today can quickly and accurately monitor, identify and quantify

..• - ~:" _ ..•.,,,... _- ... - Iow .Ieve Is of chemicals in the environment . Engirleeriiflg technology has-

advanced to a _stage where most industrial healthl hazards can be

controlled given the proper attention and expenditure forsucft- equipment

in the workplace. _With advances in the public audi o-wi sual media these-

new advances -become rapidly available to the workers and general public.

The Kentucky legislature has wisely kept in touch wi t'tl.> the developments

in the forefront of occupational safety and health, and has by

amendments, since 1924 -sought to moderate the origina11 harshness of the

worker compensation laws.50

.. - - ,;:"'
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IV. The Case Law

Interpreting the humanizing effect of the 1924 amendment, the

court in 1933 allowed recovery to Marshall Miller for: .a "disease of the

heart and lungs. superinduced by the inhalaticin of chromic acid gas. ,,51 -
kl' ~.~. ~ ~ t•• ~i::...:..

occupational and not within the scope of the

that -the disease was ~!_~1:. ~+- ...
l~./ .;.-: \..•• _ '.'

statute~ 52 The court , -- -- - -: ;:~.

to allow recovery where - i: .!. ,, ~ G.:....:; .....

+.the court rejected the defendants I assertion

.pointed out that had the legislature meant merely

the disease from inhalation arose as a "natural' and "di.rec t result of

traumatic injury by accident, then its adoption .was- 8- 'vain and useless

gesture, since, under the original act ... injury or disease so incurred

was already compen;able,,53 [Emphasis added]. However, diseases '-which

were not caused by' inhalation of "bad air" were technically beyond the ~.

;••j",' :., --..,; • .;.. 1

ambit of the 1924 amendment and were.. denied 'compensation in all cases, _

except where they were "traceable to a definite accident.,,54

In 1965, the Kentucky court held tenosynGvitis55 to be an

occupation disease and as such, was expressly compensable under the 1956

amendments to KRS 342.316.56 The 1956 amencnent allowed recovery for

-- ,I -... • I' _. ~.~~r··, . ~;'.

the first time to a8Y occupat ional. ..disease which was not one of the

"ordinary diseases of life to which the general public [was] equally

exposed. ,,57 The decision made in light of that amendment effectively

overruled Woolworth Handle Co., supra. 58 . The Court added that the

'\
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claimant would be awarded compensation upon showing that lithe hazards of,·" ,'"" .,,-

his employment increased his exposure to the disease he has" ~

contracted".59 Thus in 1965 the Court for the first time extended tne : ~,S

.,
__ A' ~ •••••• "_. __ ~ __ ~_ •

statute to occupational diseases not induced by noxious gases.60

In .the lead poisoning case of Young v. Allen61,

• __ •• _. 'h.,. . -.~- .- '.~ ~-'- -

compensation board,' at the time of the final award, upon its own motion ~ ::.::..,.'~'~ .:

made the special fund a party defendant. The claimant was disabled bY'i,'::' -, .- - .. ,~:... J_ -;.;.:~_-:,,<""_.

lead poisoning as a result of more than five years, of work exposure tOT ,'':::''::::~:i.

leaded gasoline. The Court applied KRS 342.316, .and 40% of the awardwas'.;». c,;',,::;

apportio0ed to the special' 'fund. The special fund petitioned for>:, ~...n._

reconsideration, and for an opportunity to defend. The Board overruled '.

and the circuit court affirmed. However, upon appeal to the Court, the:" ., i

.judgement was reversed, and the award set aside for further proceedi.nqs.c " ..~: ';' .-

as may be' necessary to allow a reasonable opportunity for the special ;' ..'<" " .

fund to present a defense. Due process aside, the Court recognized the

liability of the special fund through apportionment in a case Invo Iv.inq c ;

occupational poisoning by lead.

It must be noted at this point that although the bulk of <: ,«; '7:0-'- ~

.r . ~l}emical1y induced occupational disease are chronic in, nature, __ihere are:::,r,~'.'. 'J. .:l' -r.:

cases of chemically caused work related injury that are considered;'

traumatic. In Mobile Wash of Louisville, Inc. v. Lovitt,62 the::.-. --~-.. --.,",--.--.~

employee was, overcome by fumes of a highly toxic chemical
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P-atboxynitro-benzene. He experienced a convulsion and suffe-red a -- < '. .: : ••••

cardiac arrest. The victim' was resuscitated at a' hospital and ..'..i:':.."

subsequent.l y ..suffered brain damage as a result of metheglobienemia,· a -=.:::;,,;~'~ :::f

condition which _prevented the blood from carrying ~xygen to body organs

'8n9 tissues .. ~-l=he Board found permanent disablityand assessed all

, ~. liability against the employer and the special fund was dismissed as a --.'-,-'0;; t. -.:~

party. The employer appealed, contending that the nature of the injury l=-,~ --':-., :--;ZH'

was iclear ly an occupational disease. Both the .cIrcui t court and the Court· :::L~.J,>.~,,:-:,: .-"

Of ApFJeals disagreed with the employer and the decision of the Board was

-affirmed. The Court reasoned that as the massive exposure of the":', ..:<.:

employee was accidental and unforseen the injury fitted into the category

of --8 . traumat ic injury. Under this situation, apportionment was not ..:.c':";',' ;~...<>:::;

appropriate .-

The potentially confusing 63 .statutory - . --subtletles that

.distinguish KRS 342.316 as relied upon by the the Court in Allen,' . " ..

supra,64 and KRS 342.120 is clearly set forth in Ashland Crafts, Inc. ::-.:: -, '"

v. Young.65 In Ashland Crafts Inc., the Board awarded the claimant

t.empor-aryv.tot.al damages and 60% permanent partial damages. The claimant

.ws£- suf-fel?ing from the occupational disease of byssinosis caused by •...•...- -

breat~~Qg cott9Q fibers at the place of work. All of the.temporary total

damages was charged against -the employer and the Board apportioned the

permanent part ial awarding 60% to the employer and 40% to the special -,
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- -.-
._< .\ ..•.••.• ~ ••.•

fund as required under KRS342.316. Upon appeal to the circuit court by -~:~ '~- ,,"'-

the employer, the temporary total award was also apportioned 40% to- the-,J ie,,' ~.: "'~-'

special fund, The employer appealed, contending that KRS342.120 was the ,~":.,::~,dt:;;:;::~:

correct law to apply when apportioning the permanent : partial award and, _'::"3.,c.·':t :..:~

thereJore given the facts of the case, all of the permanent partial award "',",2 S::''::'~:'2''';'::::

c> should be passed onto the special fund.· The appellant employer pointed _ .-,.- ,__." ~ 'j 'c"' .•.•••'-4- ~
':",_"';, -L" ..•.• ,J,.' r" . i . ::

. to the medical testimony that suggested the claimant had a pre--existing ~j,~3;':3,",;':: 00,'j

• r-. ,',c dormant allergic condition or hypersensitivity to--cocton fibers. Thet',. L, S",t'-:

Court disagreed and held KRS342.120 to be inapplicable because

the fact that they [two of the doctors] answered questions
using the magic words "dormant non-disabling disease :';-1 , '

. condi t i.on'' in deser.ib inq this idea does not raise this ,;'-":c;"U:.:c':-

imputed condition to the cateqory of a diseas-eJ:';;,J~"'::': .
condition. 66

The Court found that although the claimant developed byssinosis whil e

most factory workers did not, this fact did not e~tablish that she had a

pre-existing dormant non-disabling disease condition. In the absence of

this condition, KRS342.120 did not apply. Instead, KRS342.316 was the ~~-~~!

proper law to apply. The claimant, having developed the disease after ~"s: • ,".

five or more years, satisfied the KRS 342.316' requirement. More

importantly,. she was held. to have sustained the burden of proving the . "'- ,_"j.' •...1

. disease to be the result of the last exposure at the place of work. If, ,','
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she had not sustained that burden, then' recovery would be apportioned ' - ,., " ..-~.

under K.R S. 342.120. Here, it would not have mattered to the claimant' ,/0·

personally since even if her disability was held:tobe~~ormant,she would ~- ~, ~~

[ .., nevertheless have received the entire award from. the. special fund. But,·::c, "~ c r ,c:

.: ~:.: in other cases where the preexisting disability is" active, failure to. ~:y "_ <::C[;},

:::--'-.''- >.;!' ~ carry such burden may result in a reduction of compensation pursuant to .>. Cf:;'.:-,::n:,::;:,;-

K~R.S. 342.120(4).67

In the oft cited case of Princess M'aflufacturing Co.

~. - -.~. -
Jarrell,~~. urticarial hives resulting from an' al Ierq.lc reaction from li' ~,1l2T~'~-

garment fabrics was held to be a work related occupational disease that u ..• ;", t,: ':i:

is compensable within the meaning of KRS342.316. The court opined that

Her allergic reaction is work-connected in the sense that
it was caused by a condition which she encountered in her
work and this condition was encountered at .work in_.a, .f'ar
greater degree than it would have been encountered in other
employment generally or outside the employment·· [of
manufacturing garments].69

The court took cognizance of the now repealed KRS 342.00470 which was '..':.:

in force in 1971 and gave the claimant a Liberal construction to KRS i. •~ j.

342.316:
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-. - - '~-. "::::'_~.L ;:'';

We are persuaded that the legislative history- of the~_.~.':'....~_. >' •

workmenI s compensation law in' Ken.tucky evinces a gradual ·:-~;·,:.:_·::>c. :-.
-broadeninq rather than a restriction -r- of the coverage:s't'?'~:::L.i.:,- .s:
afforded by the act~ We are~also-rnindful of the command ofa0's2~~~uJ7~
the statute to-liberally const ruea.Lts provisions. K.R.SiiI::'·LE,;=~.j~:':··D:r
342.004 .

...... "A liberal' construction of. K.JLS.:,'342.316requires· aa.k,·,'::!; ·0c!~·,,:.
-extens ion of its benefits to emptoyees, .in situations whereh,;ci.3.1i:::~:'s",i.,';,
inclusion in the~ covaraqe is -as, compatible with the statute ~,;~.':"::;;1·'~.:LLlt"·
as is exclusion from coverage. We-are fortified in this .c:- ~;"";::, I-

-pos it ion by' the, fact that a ..majrrri ty s of the states- have'iQj;jd,t:.·~>lci:~.
come to a similar conclusion. ,.[citatton,,~omittedJ. 71 ::''::.c,[ c'l:c:-.j'

~' _ • ..., ,..". '. '1,.-

:;;.;.. ",' ~.-"-. -".' •.. ,*' .

~..zn'1:- "";";; '-T!:',.-. , ,: --.-~....,""'. ",'- - '- ~"'- --

\~;'::'.~~!\':1/~~::.f;.~-,J . ; .: ~~_.:

_ .~~:.~~,/)~~•.i..Lj.f):.: .I~;~.,.:':

:,;,..>r', .(~''::-._ However,the _finding of total disablity by .the Boarc 'was remanded because,,;:?:.,:;:::':IL'W,2:;;:,

'the Court felt that there was insufficient> 'evidence' on the degree OfeE;'·

disabilty from the allergy.

This line of reasoning is echoed in Golden v. Anaconda Wire & Cable

.' , C,72_ o • In this case, 'the Court of Appeals, .uphel d .the find-ing Of.t08,,-..<.::.::::.:._: c.""

circuit court that the claimant failed to present substantial-evidenc€',c...:-~:::.:;,c_"~::,'2.,·

_th,atsupported the finding of 50% permanent part Ial. di.aab.i l l ty ,': lea_'{-ing~....:,:,.:.c..:,,,,,,,:

;;;__.- ",.. ' .• L!.:

the claimant with only the total temporary award. _ The Court reviewed the.:':~

medical evidence and relied' on KRS 342.285(3)(d) in deciding for~0~\5l:·;~- J

, c' reversal. These two cases reveal that claimants alleging disabili ties.""",;' -: .:~j~.,~-,

from allergies have to pay particular .attention with r espect T't.o-. -c,,:c::,-::,.' .' ;;:'

.demonst rat inq the degree of disability. In allergic reaction .cases , the~,':

burdeno_f _proof of a permanent impairment is greater.73 AAother area>'. q'f~=,;'E"""'::;::~

>. '- - -r,r- of difficulty concerned the situation where . permanent disability iSD ":1::>"'j''''C''

"found but- the. claimant cannot sufficiently show that it resulted --from thee, ...a ::"~:"::;::

last injurious exposure.
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The case of Yocom v. Gentry74 involves another interesting _ ~~

facet of apportionment under KRS 342.316 (13) (a) . This is a case of .;.1\ ;:: , •

)~., ";'C'," o. asbes tos is resulting from exposure to hazards of the disease for a period _'J··J:n ...,: t""s'"

. ".. : ~-..:.q c,,;,- ~ :;c.of six ...months. or more .. At the- Board hearing, claimant was found tobe-:::" C_"_;":.J·'\

partially and permanently disabled to the extent 'of :50%'. Since the Board ':.. ':: 1:))', SCh., ,

,-- ',->~. 3:~~;:'found .that the claimant failed to prove that ·thel a-sbestosis was the iat t;l:':' - s35

:,' s:: f":;;~;" result of the last injurious exposure, all of the award was apportioned)" ~,n:. :;)",;:;:1':;

- ~.~.
•••- ••• #"" •••• -.. ••••.•.•• , to the ....spec Ial fund. The petition of the spectar» fund for a 40%2 :::~;E:C:lC:i';'-·-·

'-' .jo..-'
responsibility was overruled. Both the special' 'for:1d-and the employer ,:,is.' tLr~c; ~:

_ , o,c: - appealed, to the Kentucky Supreme Court. The employer contended that the ::.o::::~i'·jl2>!.T;:CI

claim should be precluded as being premature because the claimant was

.~'i'entl y working; The Supreme Court found for .tbe special fund ...and, - '.'''-

against the employer. The Court felt that the fact claimant obtained'-'

::- .-
":-~!' .•- .. ...:.~

another job was merely evidence on the extent of disability and that the

slight -exposure of the general public to asbestos did not mean that the'

:.::. : ':' claimant had suffered multiple exposures so as to relieve the employer 2S . (.j £:" .l!' ::

from paying part of the award. Since the only significant exposure of- .:> "-':':'._."

the hazard of asbestosis was with the emplqyer, 60% of the award was : -

charged to.the employer and 40% to the special fund.
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The cgverage of the other law, . KRS 342.120 is carefully

-' ,. .,,,~ e.luc.idated by the opinion in Young v. Davidson ]5 This

. .c;, .. illustrative of apportionment under. KRS 342.120'. ~~Here, the claimant "';II -:;, j ';(1
-.:;..~ ~'r ••••,,_ ~•••

, :.-,,~ .
.. -~,','.._-- suffe.1'ed a major heart attack while working under· the, stress of' 'What he"

be l Ieved.. to.. be . dangerous conditions 'caused by carbon monoxide. and iotber- .D:/ ~:-G~~c.;:-.

. 'C.'::.; ", . , .. gas~s leaking from a defective exhaust into the cab irr vof the . mechanical ,~.. lJ';,;' ,:::~'~)_'t:

crane v-en- wt1.L.Qhhe was working. While the toxic+effect of the carbone :C:'~};: 27". - , ..,...•.. ---!.... •...

monoxide was deemed to. be speculative, the Board .awarded compensat i.on-r.e d;:,>2 ~':L' <;;;,

:-., nevertheless. _ The entire award was placed upon the employer and he-· -' ;;[l;~'! t".

appealed. The circuit court reversed and the higher court affirmed,' h •..: <::,,;:

writing

The statute [KRS 342.120J, however, allows the employer t~
shi ft part 0 f the burden to the fund when a dormant,
nondisabling disease condition .Ls aroused or brouqnt into
disabling reality by a· work-connected injury. Under the~-:'-:"'"''- r,·,.,

evidence, this is precisely what happened. We are at a
complete loss to understand the Fund' sargument concerning .;..
theapportionability of the award.76 NaI~ 10

The Court rejected the Fund's argument that claimant's underlying

condi tion of atherosclerosis was "a manifest, pre-existing condition that 0 --. ~ '.

developed over a long period of time due to wear and tear and the aGing:·]

process of man. ,,77 The case was remanded to the Board for::'::':·~:·l.:

apportionment.
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While Davidson, supra, 78 allowed di sab.l.it.y. c:ompensation for: a ·~'~"~,"""::"f

heart attack, the path to .assured recovery to chemically induced heart

.>-qttack' cIa ims is not a}togetherc1ear • "In Duggins,~N::';eKosmos'Portland

Cement Co.,79 the claimant ,a welder of' fourteen years service at same .s:».

,/-: .

:i.;~':"..:_~ _

company,fHed 'a claim for injury to his thumb, and ::hand, anddisablity ;';') :,,'1(;,

arising from a lung condition. Before the "Board couic: hear the case',he,~T::::r: ;Y",', t' ',_ '.' .~. ~ '.-

'.,., \0 •. ~.,.,., _'._ ......;

died of heart failure and the claim was amended ,·,to include' death" :'0,'., ';"'" -r,

-benef i.ts , The special fund was made a pant y because ',there was" presentra

possib.ility of the arousal of a pre-existing, but "do:!"malltdisease' by the ~

fumes, diJst,and-smoke in the cement plant .where" the ,claimant worked. The

Board awarded temporary total benefits for the thumb and hand injury

c-while denying the death claim. The court found that, thesc.Iaimant ' s proof ,,';:1 IT;,",,: ';:'\~

. was not strong" enough to compel a finding that the disease was caused l3y- ,.

the workplace conditions. It therefore refused to disturb the findings

of the board that claimant died of natural causes, including a severe .'" '~,,(':;o,

lung condi.t ion of long standing rather than of a compensable occupat.ional ',,"'~"'r c-

disease.

In--another heart attack case, Young v . Kern's Bakery, Inc. 80, !.',~ ~~ • -'..
the special fund appealed from a judgement of the circuit court whiCh

affirmed.a. Board award of total permanent disablity that was completely 1

apportioned to the special fund. The claimant had alleged that the

breathing of flour dust for the last five years at the bakery caused an~
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aggravation of his arteriosclerosis chest disease, pulmonary emphysema

and chronic bronchitis. The Kentucky court reviewed in detail the

transcript of the medical testimony. The case was reversed upon the

finding by the Court that

The total evidence in this case, all of which was submitted
by the claimant, shows conclusively that the conditions
from which he suffered were as commonto the general public
as to one working in any give occupation and, therefore,
were not pre-existing occupational diseases.8l

Proof of extent of disability aside, the current law does not

view rarity of disease as a bar to a di sab.il i ty award if the disease can

be shown to be work related. This reasoning is reinforced by Certain-Teed

Products Corp. v •. Mitchell.82 In this case, the Court of Appeals

rejected the argument by the employer that the cause of the rare disease

called aplastic anemia is ideopathic (i.e. unknown), Instead the Court

agreed with the circuit court, ruling that there should be apportionment

between the employer and the special fund at a 60%to 40%rate.

Although rare diseases like aplastic anemia , urticarial hives

and certain allergies have been held to be occupational diseases under

the Kentucky WorkmenIs Compensation Law, the Kentucky courts have been

more restrictive in the area of disability by cancer. In an early 1965
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case, the Board rejected the medical testimony that the death of a
chemical worker- as a result of myelogenous leukemia83 was caused by
exposure to diverse chemicals84 in the- chemical plant. 85 The, Court, '
upon review of ,the record, agreed and refused to overturn the finding of
the Board.

Amic.86
This negative treatment of leukemia is repeated in Logan Co. v.

The _employee, a design and testing engineer, died from ':-:,l':,
.Leukemta and the 'estate tried to prove that the leukemia resulted from
the presence of aromatic solvent fumes, specifically, that of benzene87

and xylene (also known as xylol). The claim· was dismissed by the Board.
The decision was set aside by the circuit court which heard the appeal.

,Finally, the Kentucky court reversed the circuit court and reinstated the
decision of dismissal by the Board. The Court refused to recognize the
compensability of leukemia because it felt that the testimony of
hematologist for the plainti ff constituted more of a hypothesis than a
theory since he conceded that the causation of leukemia was an unsettled 0'

-medical question and that, xylene was "less toxic" than other suspected
carcinogens.88 The court therefore found that the board properly-:
exercised its discretion in a case where the medical evidence and
knowledge was too speculative and not sufficient to establish causation-
in fact.89
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However inspite of the dearth of judicial decisions allowing "-'~""'~~~

compensation for occupational disabJlity from cancers, the Kentucky • -C'" " ::':'::-:l.:

"; - : -;::: •...• --:-..' .. -~

WorkmenCompensation Board has allowed, recovery in Acree v.' Grimme Dry:",:;~·: .--

Cleaners.90 Mr. Acree had worked for the defendant-employer for about

," .'-";',--

thirty years prior to his death in 1975 from hepatoculluer liver cancer.:v -::::'C',',roc"':

The alleged toxic chemical causative agent was perchloroethylene79l.:~:.,.:. ~.,1S~>~·O

restimonyoy three medical doctors, and a pharmcologist on the causation:[-.::::.:.";,:,·~:iL.~-.:.:-

of death was divided, as was to be expected in a case invol-ving .a·::'~·:\J-;':~",

carcer , The board ruled that the death resulted lias a result of· -- _. " .,--- .
.: --- .: .•••• '!- -: ~::::-

Metastatic Carcinoma of the liver, and that the probable cause was the 30

odd years exposure to the chemical tetrachloroethane [sic] in his

occupation as a dry cleaner-spotter for the Defendant-employer. 1192' . ::;,c.: c. -'C~:.;:;:-:,

Given this finding of nexus, compensation was granted to the widow.

Since this board decision has not been appealed to the courts to date ,-----'--.- - .

the ruling will stand as law in the absence of judicial pronouncement.93- ,"

While judicially leukemia and other cancers .remain as one of the: ~:.:,;,,>c.':','-

inner walls awaiting final breach, these eso ter ic diseases are not the

only walls remaining: other potentially chemical related health problems'

looming on this frontier include problems of male and female reproductive

fertility94, problems of teratogenicity and the protection of-
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fetuses,95 and problems of mutagenicity96 .... Problems

reproductivity shall assume ever increasing proportions as women become a .:X':::~:'::::_·

- significant component of our work force. Inaddi t ion, the complexici tyro 3:::C~:'2~..

of occupational diseases caused by toxic chemical or even biological:--:'::.-::·:::::·,....

agents will, i.nevitably increase as industry adopts imor e new chemical s-

into the manufacturing process.

IV Conclusion.

Despite the di fficulty of proving proximate cause or even cause

in fact, the legislature and the courts, in recognition of advances in ~,,...., --';

science and --medicine which increasingly havershowi' --the nexus between.: _",-:~:-.c·-'

toxic chemical agents and occupational disease, have allowed more '.'~",-C:;::~::'

claimants to recover for occupational diseases.97 This progressive':"'-:,':'

trend of the law need not result in a flooding of courts with tenous anrr; ,:-

speculative claims, When such claims areasserte:di,' summary dismissal' is>::.-:.~,,--~.... --";:.-::,

available. to .. .ext r icate the workmenIs compensation board and the court s.,., ::....•.l ,, __c.- _

:;- •..• ..:,r " from pointless and time-consuming litigation. Moreover, the statute of. \1:; ",~: 1'![-!".

limitations reduces the number of claims which can be asserted. The,

legislature, the board, and the courts by accept inq the new medical Cc;C::~,.___,

'evidene_e and~:allowing the cIa ims. where the evieence . is sufficient to

establish causation are performing their traditional function or bringing:' ~"---... a 4-'
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the law into line with the current social" conscience .' of -sciciety.':'~;'J)

("., .",...•f'.

Allowing these claims encourages industry ,.to- .redes iqn the Vl6r~ -, ,

envir-onment to - conform with health and safety requirements made covious :":' 1:"'-'

by progress i[l technology and science. The adoption -of such improvements::"·,;::':,-,·j~.J';

is less likely to stagnate industry than would- the taking· of the- ,t<:

ostrich-like posture of ignoring the occupational disease problem. The·,-,-, ;c,'

latter posture by social institutions or in.just;ry - could~' Lead to a:': .,i hJ<J:'", ,. ,"

f' "_.~"
.debilitating .back Iash from the productive, 'working element of soc i.ety- ,":,:,~yL"_·

whose health, - as well as, goodwill must . besecuTed;: for the efficieht'-~'-.· ~:s;;;.::::<

production of the goods and services which our economy depends on. This

is ,especially true today as once unsuspecting workers become increasingly

aware of the occupational disease hazards - posed ~-by ub.Iqu.i tous toX;1c~s ..'. : .

chemical agents in the workplace.98 An enl i.ght ened" approach in the

area of compensat ion for occupational diseases- -caused by toxic chemi.caiv-:"> v.--

agents not only will reduce the human misery involved but also encourage

. ,-, -' innovation in the workplace which can· enhance:" worker morale ario .:"ri.; 1 •

individual productivity on the jOb.99 An across the board improvement

in worker morale and productivity can only mean greater 'overall T ,

industrial vitalit~ for society as a whole.
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1 ,$ 4880 Ky. st. (Carroll 1933 ed.). Parts of chapte~ 137 is reproduced
infra.

WORKtvlEN'SCOWENSATION - Acts prov.id.inq for the compensation of
a workman by his employer in case of accident, conferring on the
workman the right to compensation to injury received, whether
negligence on the part of the employer is proved or not.
$ 4880. To whom act applies; what accidents incuded; diseases -
This act shall apply to all employers having three or more
employ~es regularly engaged in the same occupation or business,
and to their employees, except that it- shall not apply to·
domestic employment, agriculture, steam railways, or such common
carriers other than steam railways for which a rule of liability
is-provided by the laws of the United states. Provided, however,
it shall apply to operators of threshing machinesused in
threshing or hulling grains or seeds. It shall affect the
liability of the employers subject thereto +o their employees
for personal injuries sustained by the employee by accident
arising out of and in the course of his employment, or for death
resulting from such accidental injury; provided, however, that
personal injury by accident as hereIn defined shall not include
diseases except where the disease is the natural and direct
result of a traumatic injury by accident, nor $hall they include

-~ tt=le-results of a preexisting disease but should include injuries
or death due to inhalation in mines of noxious gases or smoke,"
commonly known as "bad air," and also shall include the injurie~.
or death due to the inhalation of any kind of gas. Any
employers. and employees who are, by provisions of this section,
excepted from the provisions of this act, including employers
having less than three employees, may subject themselves thereto
by joint voluntary application to the board, in writing, for
such period as may be stated in the application, which shall be
irrevocable during such period and effective thereafter until a
written revocation be filed with the board or the employment be
terminated. (March 23, 1916, c.33, p.354, $1; March 29, 1918,
c.176, p.690; March 22, 1922, c.50, p.167; as amended March 25,
1924, c.70, p.171. $1.).
[Emphasis added].
Editor's note~ The act of March 21, 1914, c.73, p.226,
attempting to provide a similar scheme of compensation of
workmen for lnJuries in industrial accidents was held
unconstitutional in the case of Ky. state Journal Co. v.
Workmen's Compo Bd., 161 Ky. 562, 170 S.W. 1166.

This law .ws.s-. became KRS 342.005 when amended by Acts 1944, ch. 82
Section 1; 1948 ch. 64, Section 1; 1956, ch. 77 Section 1; 1960,
ch.147, Section 1; 1964, ch. 192, Section 2; 1970, ch. 7, Section 1;
and repealed by Acts 1972, ch. 78, Section 36.
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2 .Id.
e:

~ 3 The common law defenses to tort claims by employes against employers
are (~) assumption of risk, (2) the fellow w rker rule, and (3)
contributory negligence. See generally PROSSER, HORNBOOKON TORTS.

4 LARSON WORKMEN'SCOWENSATION LAW, Volume lA, Occupational Disease,
Section 41.20.

5 See generally U.S.D.H.E.W. (N.LO.S.H.) PUBLICATION, A GUIDE TO THE
WORK-RELATEDNESSOF DISEASE (1979). (hereinafter cited as GUIDE). The
book is ~ a compilation of factors that are important, when
establishing the relationship between disease and occupation. For an
overview of the medical aspects of+occupat.i onal disease, see also,
U.S.D.H.E.W. (N.LO.S.H.) PUBLICATION, OCCUPATIONALOISEASES: A GUIDE
TO THEIR RECOGNITION, (Rev. ed. 1977) (hereinafter cited as MEDICAL
GUIDE).

6' While there has been a vast expansion of knowledge in the area of
chemically induced diseases and their causes, the discipline is not
new. Records of observations linking certain chemicals to disease
actually goes back to ancient times. For example, Hippocrates
(circa. 370 B.C.) linked symptoms of lead poisoning to the metal.
Nicander in the second century B.C. ascribed constipation, colic,
pallor, paralysis and ocular abnormalities to exposure to lead and
Pliny noted that lead poisoning was common in shipbuiding in the
first century A.D. Another example is that in 1557, Jean Ferne1 was
the first to describe the symptoms of mercury poisoning during a time
when mecurous chloride was beginning to be used as a medical diuretic.

7 Other causes include ra~iation (over a frequency or wavelength range
covering microwaves to x-r ays , or even gamma rays), noise, heat and
cold, mechanical stress or vibrations, -and even micro-orgainisms or
other bio-active agents. Bio-active agents will assume greater
prominence in the workplace given recent technology and patent law
breakthroughs in the biochemical and bio-engineering fields. See
Diamond v. Chakrabarty, . U.S. ,slip opinion no. 79-136. (1980)
(A live, human-made micro-organism held to be patentable under 35
U.S.C. $101) .

.8 This includes fumes (sub-micronic so l Id particles created by
condensation from the gaseous state as a result of volatilization or
by chemical reaction such as oxidation or burning), dust (solid
parti1ces generated by physical action like grinding, crushing or
blasting), mists (suspended liquid droplets generated by condensation
from the gaseous state to the liquid state or dispersing a liquid by
splashing, foaming or atomizing), fogs (a highly concentrated mist),
smoke (aerosol mixture resulting from the incomplete oxidation of
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. carbonaceous substances like coal, oil, tar, tobacco or rubber), and
vapors (gaseous forms of substances which are solids or liquids under'
normal pressure and temperature). See generally, S.K. FRIEDLANDER,
SMOKE DUST AND HAZE,(John Wiley &: Sons 1977) and R.D. CADLE,
PARTICLE SI~~,(Reinhold 1965).

9 "Any chemical compound that does not contain the element carbon, with
the exception of carbon dioxide, and compounds containing a carbonate
radical ([e.g.J calcium carbonate [or limestone]). Inorganic
compounds comprise by far the greater part of the earth ' s crust, and·
range from those that are almost wholly inert [inert chemically but
not physiologically - for instance,' a very inert inorganic mineral,
asbestos causes scarring of lung tissue or asbestosis, and also a··
form of cancer known as mesothelioma which is caused by asbestos
only.;) ([e.g.J sand corrosive materials (hydrof'Iour.i c acid, uranium
hexaflouride)." CONDENSEDCHEMICALDICTIONARYat 469, (G.G. Hawley L

ed., 8th ed., 1971).

10 "Any substance that contains the element carbon, with the exception ..
of carbon dioxide and various carbonates. .Some 700,000 organic ;,,':'. '0

substances have been identi fied. A brief classi fication follows: L'
Aliphatic (straight chain) ,.II. Cyclic (closed ring), and III. .:
Combinations of aliphatic and cyclic structures." rd. at 646. -. ~ .

11 Chemicals, especially organics, in the process of being converted
into other substances that are sold to the consumer market.
Intermediates are chemical stepping stones between the parent
substance (usually natural gas, petroleum, air and various ores) and
the end market product. The distinction between an intermediate and-'
an end product is often not well delineated. Id. .at. 471. .G.,

The name benzine is often misleading and should be distinguished
from benzene, a carcinogenic six carbon ringarematic. Benzine is
the saturated, volatile cut ..of petroieum fractionating in the range." I

20-1350C. It is also known as ligroin or petroleum benzine.
While benzine is a completely different industrial solvent from
benzene, commercial grades of benzine may be contaminated with ~3

benzene as an impurity.

.. ~...

12

13 A central nervous system depressant which can cause fatal damage to
the liver and kidney upon acute or chronic exposure to humans. See'"
generally MEDICAL GUIDE at 194-196. For a good documentation ()f
this chemical, see generally U.S.D.H.E.W., (N.LO.S.H.) PUBLICATION,
CRITERIA FOR A RECOrv1iYjENDEDSTANDARD:OCCUPATIONALEXPOSURETO CARBON
TETRACHLORIDE. (1975) . Similar comprehensi ve documents are,
available on various other chemicals. For a' compilation of such
documents, see also U.S.D.H.E.W., (N.I.O.S.H.) PUBLICATION, NIOSH
PUBLICATIONCATALOG(4th ed., 1980).

~ ..==..-.=. =-===~~~~~~-~--~-------~~-~.~.=.~ ..~..~--=.~ .-~ - - .
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14, A powerful skin irritant and a current suspect cause of decreased
sperm count and consequently of male sterility. See note 77 infra.
See also, GUIDEat 177-84;

15 For example, carbon black, a chemical used in rubber products and as-
a pigment. This substance is better known for its fire risks and
nuisance effects than for its toxicity.

16 For example, hydrogen cyanide (or hydrocyanic acid when in solution
form) which is used asa fumigant, .in electoplating and as an
intermediate in the chemical synthesis of aery lates and nitriles,

-~part:i:cularly acrylonitrile. See also tvEDICALGUIDEat 231-33. ~

See generally W.H.O. CHEMICALSANDINDUSTRIALPROCESSESASSOCIATED....
WITHCANCERIN HUMANSat 12, (I.A.R.C. ·monograph, 1979). See also,
MEDICALGUIDEat 235-238, 443-50.

17

181he irritating characteristic of these chemicals reduces the
possibility of chronic systemic effects although death or serious
injury from acute exposure to such chemicals as can· always happen.

19 Entry of ..Chemical agents into the human body through gas-tissue
exehanqe" is probably the most common route of entry in the
industrial environment. The adult human lung has 90 square meters·
of total surface, 70 square meters of alveolar surface, and 140'
square meters of blood capillary network surface. See generally
MEDICALGUIDEat 11-16.

20 ••Ingestion .occurs as a route of exposure of workmen through eating
or smoking. with contaminated hands or in contaminated work areas ...
Ingestion of inhaled material also occurs. One mechanism for the >

clearance of particles from the respiratory tract is the carrying up-
of the particles by the action of. the ciliated lining-of the
respiratory tract. These particles are then· swallowed - and
absorption of the material may occur from the gastro-intestinal
tract. This situation is most likely to occur with larger size
particles (2 ~icrometer and up) although smaller particles deposited
in the alveoli may be carried by phagocytes to the upward moving
mucous carpet and eventually be swallowed." M. O. Amdur, Industrial
Toxicology, reprinted in U.S.D.H. E.W. (N. 1.0.S. H.) PUBLICATION,THE
INDUSTRIALENVIRONMENT- ITS EVALUATIONANDCONTROL64 (1973).

21 Entry through skin contact "ranks first in the production of
occupational disease [various forms of dermatitis], but not-
necessarily first in severity." Id. One of the primary physiologic
functions of the skin is to prevent entry of foreign substances into
the body and abrasions or any breaks in the skin surface may greatly
enhance the penetration of the skin by toxic chemical agents.

-----------------------------------------------------------
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22 Although more uncommon, this route of entry of chemical agents
'through the eye should not be ignored. "In some instances a
G.nemical which does no damage to the eye can be absorbed in
sufficient amount to cause systmatic poisoning". Id.

23 The install-ation of well-engineered control equipment in conjunction
with an adequate maintenance program is the preferred method of

. _ protecting the worker from excessive exposure to toxic chemical
agents. A functioning system relieves the worker of the onus of

~--e-enstant-7ersonal vigilance against health hazards and this enables --
him or her to bet ter concentrate on the task at hand. Thus a
f.unctioniQg system should result not only in a lower rate of

_ ~~occu:p.RIIQFtaJ. disease but also better worker morale and overal-lc~-,.-. _·-c:·
producti~!_t¥ __~_

24 Th_e-l,lSe:::-:-:ofwell-designed work operations can significantly reduce
wOFker exposure to toxic chemical agents. Implementation of a-
work-practice system requires good training programs and worker

- cooperation.

25 Pensone.l-. protective eqiprnent such as respirators, ear-plugs, and
protective clothing are 1I1ast resortll types of controls and in
theory should not be used, unless all other types of cont ro.l.svu
iD.cl~ding engineering controls are not feasible. See generally H.F.

~ Schldlte, Personal Protective Devices, reprinted in U.S.D.H.E.W.
- (N. 1.0 .S.H. ) PUBLICATION, THE INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENT 1IS

EVALUATIONANDCONTROLat 519-31 (1973).

26 In the __those earlier years analytical chemistry was not
.. suff Ic.ient.Iy+deve lopeo to identify the chemical components of' the l:-;~~--"":'-'

qaseoustraz ards.

27 Jellico v.- Adkins, 197 Ky. 684, 247 S.W. 972. (1923) (the following
year the legislature expressly allowed -recovery -for breathing -llbad
air". See notes 44-47, infra, and accompanying text.).

28 Smith v.-Standard Sanitary Manufacturing Co., 211 Ky.454, 277 S.W,-o-'.c. -

806 (1925).

29 Kentucky Stone Co. v. Phillips, 294 Ky. 576, 172 S.W.2d 216 (1943). --

30 Tularemia is also known as rabbit fever or deer' fly fever. It is
~ cause). by -Francisella tularensis. . See gener:ally tv'EDICALGUIDEat

62':"63. Although tularemia is net chemically induced, the case has
been included to provide background on the legal distinctions
betweeQ traumatic injury by accident and occupational disease.

31 Great A. & P Tea Co. v , Sexton, 242 Ky. 266, 46 S.W.2d 87 (1932).
See note 19 supra.

- . - .

32 rc.' at 89.



33 Tenosynovitis is the inflammation of a tendon sheath that is the
'result of infection or trauma.

34 267 Ky. 217, 101 S.W.2d 921 (1937)-,

35 Id. at 924.---

36 Id.

37 $ 4880 Ky. St., infra, at note 1.

_THE _REPORT OF THE NATIONAL COMMISSION ON STATE WORKMEN'S
COYlI?EN~~~ION~_LAW, National- =Commission on State
Compensation Law, as appointeD _by_Pres-iQ~nt Richard Nixon,
1971r-at :50-( Report to the PresiDent and to the Congress,
1972).

Workmen's
(June 15,
July -31-,--

- -

39 K.R.-S; 342.120(4),(5). The statute-provides:

(4) - The remaining compensation for which such resulting
coo.clition would entitle the employe, including .any compensation
for disability resulting --from a .dormant disease or condi ti.on-:
aroused Intu. disabling real i ty by the injury, 'orvoccopat lona.l
dl sease v.. but excluding. all compensation which the provisions of
this chapter would have afforded on account of prior disabling
dise-ase or injury had it been compensated thereunder , shall be
paid out of the special fund provided for in K.R.S. 342.122.
Such remaining compensation shall be paid directly to the
employe by the carrier of self-insured employer who is Liabl-e-

.Tor compensation under subsection (3) of. this section, and, the.
carrier or self-insured employer shall be reimbursed for such
payments from the special fund on a quarterly basis and under-
such regulations as the board may provtde for such purpose.
(5) In making the computation for the apportionment .of benefits -
under subsections (3) and (4) of this section, the board shall
first determine the amount of the employe's weekly income
benefits; exclude from the award the percentage thereof
attributable to the pre-existing active disability or the prior
disabling injury, disease or condition; and apportion the
balance between the employer and special fund as provided in
subsections (3) and (4) -of this section. (4901: amend. Acts
1946, ch. 23, $1; 1948, ch.64, $12; 1960, ch. 147, $9; 1962, ch.
276, $~ 1964, ch. 192, $11; 1972, ch, 78, $17;1978, ch. 256,
$1, effective June 17, 1978; 1980; ch, 104, $3, effective July-
15, 1980.)

.-' ~ .;- _. ---. --- ..........- '.
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40. K.R.S. 342.316(13)(a). The statute provides:

(13) (a) The employer liable for compensation for occupational-
"diseases, other than silicosis or any other compensable
pneumoconiosis, which developed to the point of disablement only
after an exposure of five (5) or more years, or for silicosis
and any other compensable pneumoconiosis, shall be the employer - -, --
in whose employment the employe was last exposed to the hazard
of such occupational disease. In those cases where disability
or death are not conclusively proven to be the result of such --,. ~':::"--~
Last; exposure all compensation shall be paid out of the-special -"C >";"~("
funa for all claims filed 'prior to January 1, 1973; arld-=~-=._' -

--seventy-five percent (75%) shall be paid by the special fund and ~-~- . ,-- --"-
twenty-five percent (25%) by the employer for all claims filed';''';: >',
thereaf'ter , In all other cases of occupational diseases, other --- - --~
than silicosis or any other compensable pneunoconi.osi s , which ~',_'_~ .:.:r- ::-' '

developed to the. point -ef d-isablement only -after an exposure of' -
five (5) or more years, or _ for silicosis or any other
compensabl e pneumoconiosis , the- compensation for disability or ::.-: ;:-:-:.r : ':;:
de~th due to such diseases shall be paid jointly by the employer~2.-~ ':~-~.
and the special fund, and the employer shall be liable for sixty -_.
percent (60%) of" the compensation due and the- spec ial fund sha.lL: r..: ::-'-".. ---

be liable for forty- percent (40%) of the compensation due. c;.~-

Provided, however, that when there is a joint award against the'
___'car r ier or sel f -insured employer "and the special fund under-this

section, all of the compensation awarded shall be paid from the
special fund and the special fund shall be reimbursed by the
carrier or self-insured employer on a quaterly basis and un~er
such regulations as the board may provide for such purpose.

41 K.R. S..d42_~620(1) provides "injury" when used generally, unless -the' --
context indicates otherwise, shall include an occupational disease~:-

42 K.R.S. 342.620(2).
43 K.R.S. 342.620(3).
44 K.R.S. 342.316(3) post.

45 K.R.S. 342.316(3). The statute provides:

0) -The right to compensation under this chapter for disability
resul ting from an occupational disease shall be forever barred
unless a claim is filed with the workmenIs compensation board
within t-hree 0) years after the last injurious exposure or

- after the employe first experiences a distinct manifestation of-
an occupational disease in the form of symptoms reasonably
sufficient to apprise him that he has contracted the disease,



», whichever shall last occur; and if death results from the
occupational disease within said period, unless a claim therefor
be~iled with the workmen's' compensation board within three (3)
years after such death; provided, however, that notice of such
claim. shall be deemed waived in case of disability or death
wthere the employer, or his insurance carrier, voluntarily makes
payment therefor, or, if the incurrence of the disease or the - -.-.- ~
death of the employe, and its cause was known to the employer.
Provided , however, that the right to compensation for any
occupational disease shall be forever bar red unless a claim is

_.__._ fi.J,-~q_-with the wor-kmen's compensation board within five (5)
_yeaJ,s '__from the last injurious. exposure to the occupational

haz ard-, except that, in cases of radiation disease ,a claim must. -._.. - . °

be ·fUe-d within 20 years from the last injurious exposure toEhe -:? ,_ 5;: :d'''': '-J-

occupational hazard.

46 K.R.S. 342-.316(3) (a).
0-'

47 K.R.S. 34L.316(12).

48 See K.R.S.o.342.3l6Cl3) (a).

49 Id.

50 Ky. Acts,--1924, c.70 $1 (allowing recovery for injury resulting from
inhalation of "bad air" or noxious gas".)

51 .Ci utcher.Dent al Depot v. Miller, 251 Ky. 201, 64 S. W.2d 466 (1933).
-

52 Id. at 468-69.

53 Id. at. 468.

54 Hillerich & Bradsby Co. v. Parker, 267 S.W.2d 746,748 (Ky. 1954).

55 Tenosynovitis is the inflammation of a tendon sheath that is the-
result of infection or trauma.

56 National Stores Inc. v. Hester, 393 S.W.2d 603 (Ky. 1965).

57 Id. at 604.

58

59

See note 29 infra, and accompanying text.

National Stores, supra, at 605.



60, Tenosynovitis is the inflammation of 'a tendon sheath that is the
'result of infection or trauma. Although Nancy K. Hester's
tenosynovi tis was a "attr i tional type lesion" caused by "repeated
movement of a tendon dOing an unaccustomed type of motion," the case
has been included to show the progress made from expanding the
threshold of recovery from traumatic injury by accident to more
chronic occupational disease. rd.

61 439 S.W.2d 81 (Ky. 1969).

62 565 S.W.2d 150 (Ky. 1978).

93 "On -the comp.Iexi ty.c of the Kentucky Workmen Compensation Statute, the
Kentucky court has observed that "[a] careful examination of these
[workmen's compensation] statutes will quickly establish that a
sentence by sentence dissection and attempted reconciliation would
serve only to confound confusion in a field already' with
inconsistency. Apache Coal Co. v. Fuller, 541 S.i'1.2d 933, 934 (Ky.
1976) .

64 See note 35 infra.

65 451 S.W.2d 607 (Ky. 1970).

66 rd. 'at 608.

67 Young v , Campbell, 459 S.W.2d 781 (Ky. 1970). See also, Young v.
Young, 460 S.W.2d 832 (Ky. 1970).

68 465 S.W.2d 45 (Ky. 1971).

69 rd. at 47.

70

71

Repealed by Ky. Acts 1980 c.l04, $24.

465 S.W.2d at 48.

556 S.W.2d 174 (Ky. 1977).

rd. at 179.

535 S.W.2d 850 (Ky. 1976).

463 S.VL2d 924 (Ky. 1971) .

Id.

rd. at 927.

72

73

75

76

77

78 rd.
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79, 477 S.W.2d 785 (Ky. 1972)
80 481 S.W.2d 65 (Ky. 1972).
81 . Id. at 70.·
82 574 S.W.2d 910 (Ky. App. 1979)
83 This is the cancer of the marrow of the bone.
84 The specific chemical agents were ethy1ene glycol,

ch10rahydrogen, propylene oxide, propylene dichloride,
oxide, monobutyl, glycol ethers, dichloral ethyl ether, and
dichloride.

ethylene
ethylene
ethylene

85 Miller v. Olin Mathieson Chem. Co., 398 S.W.2d 473 (Ky. 1965).
86 .479 S.W.2d 1 (Ky. 1972).
87 Benzene and leukemia has been the subject of scientific scrutiny for

many years:
1928 . Oelore and Borgamano report connecting benzene in the

workplace with leukemia.
1939 Hunter report refering to "leucemia" as a side effect of

chronic exposure to benzene.
1964 Vigliani report on benzene and leukemia.
1974 Forni and Vigliani report on chemical leukemogenesis in man.
1975 McMichael study on benzene epidemiology amongst rubber

workers.
1976 Andjelkovic, Taulbee and Symons report on excessive

leukemia amongst rubber workers.
1976 Aksoy report on benzene and leukemia.
1976 Vigliani and Forni report on benzene and leukemia.

f

I
f

88 479 S.W.2d 1,2-3 (Ky. 1972).

89 For further background on the difficulty of scientific or medical
proof of causation of leukemia by benzene, compare the Kentucky
court opinion with ·that of the United states Supreme Court in
Industrial Union Oept. v. American Petroleum Inst., U.S. ,
100 S.Ct. 2844 (1980). The scientific controversy and uncertainty
posed by benzene and leukemia were amply recognized by Chief Justice
Burger:

This case presses upon the Court unanswered questions on the
frontiers of science and medicine. The statute and the
legislative history give ambigious signals as to how the
Secretary [of Labor] should act in this area. Id. at 2874
(Burger, C.J. concurring). I

!

I
f



This landmark federal labor-occupational safety and health case
'. brought forth multiple dicta and viewpoints. Five of the nine
.ust ices concluded that the benzene standard as promulgated by the
Occopat ional Safety and Health· Administration was invalid. The
plurali ty opinion was written by Justice stevens and was joined by
Justice Stewart and the Chief Justice, who added a short note of
concurrence. Justice Powell concurred in part with the plurality
opinion. Justice Powell and Justice Rehnquist wrote separate
opinions enunciating their own distinct reasons for invalidating the
standard. Justice Rehnqui st Is opinion was the most severe instance
of judicial surgery among the Justices who voted to invalidate: he-
unilaterally proposed the invalidation of the first sentence of
Section 6(b)(5) of the Occupational Safety and Health Act on
constitutional grounds. Justice tvlarshall wrote a sharp dissent in
which the four remaining Justices joined. . .

90 . Workmen Compensation Board Claim No. 78-19622 (Decided 1-3-79).

91 Perchloroethy lene is also know as tetrachloroethylene, carbon
bichloride perclene, persec, or tetracap.

92 Opinion by Dennis M. 0 'Connor, Board Member, Workmen Compensation'
Board Claim No. 78-19622 (Decided 1~3-79).

93 See Keefe v . O.K. Precision Tool & Die Co,_ 566 S.W.2d 804,806 (Ky.
App. 1978).

94 Scientific research in this new area is ever more important as
studies have revealed that many chemical agents can affect human
fertility and reproduction, often in an insidious manner. Effects'

----..-. - ·'-·~~,=-{)A human fertility can range from a slightly decreased reproduction
rate to complete sterility. Fertility impairment can strike both
males and females. See--.generally .. U.S.D.H.H.S. (N. LO.S.H.)
PUBLICATION, PROCEEDINGSOF A WORKSHOPON METHODOLOGYFOR ASSESSING
REPRODUCTIVE HAZARDS IN THE WORKPLACE, (P.F. Infante and M.S.
Legator, eds , , 1978). An on-going case of suspected male
reproduction problems caused by to1uenediamine (TDA) and
dinitrotoluene (DNT) is occuring in Brandenburg, Kentucky. See note
13 supra. See also Chemical Exp?sures, Male Reproduction Problems
are linked - U.S. study at Olin Plant Ties Low Sperm Level. to TDA, .
DNT; Tests to Continue, WALLSTREET JOURNAL, tvlay 12, 1981, at 41
(Mid-west ed.).
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95' . Teratogenicity concerns the adverse effects of toxic chemical agents
-:-:to- tht?~?mbryo and fetus during pregnancy. The adverse effects may
range from barely perceptible behavioral deficiencies to gross
malformations. In view of the growing number of - women in, -our -,
workforce, teratogenicity problems and their solution assume an ever - --~
increasing importance. The question of adequate compensation. for '.-' . c ••••. _.

.the victim or victims of teratogenicity will not be a 'easy one to'·f '-'-"',.";-'C';'

..answer from a legal viewpoint. For instance, does the malformed,:,·.,·· ...·,-,-"
baby whose mother was exposed to teratogens on the job have a right., ~-~:-,
to compensation?

96 ~ Mutagenicity involves inheri tab-le cellular changes' caused -by-c:
exposure.ct;o a chemical .aqent . Thi s. area of research is exper Ienc.inq-: ~ -~-~~.- ....-

_Tapiddevelopment, especially in design of "mutagencity screerunq""
tests using micro-organisms or mammallian cells. Such tests are
desirable as they save time, cost and avoid the sacrifice of test
animals. Numerous techniques are currently under development. .The-.
best known test to date is the Ames test which uses the bacteria'~':::---
Salmonella typhimurium and a mammallian liver preparation to prov.ide. c .. .'-::- '; -':'L

metabolic actions like those occuring in a higher animal. As it iS~T .
generally accepted that nos-Ingle rapid screening test can give a~~ ;'; ~',::C::

deJinitive answer of the mutagenicity of a chemical agent, a battery"'~'
of different kinds of tests are necessary.

97 As this article has shown, the perimeter of recovery in Kentucky'
stops at the doorsteps of cancer. There is board precedence for
~llowing cancer claims but the courts have not ruled on the issue.

98, c SeEr'~\1enerally F. Wallick, -Forecasting Activism for Safety and Health::,=~;.
Gains, HAZ. MAT.MANAGEMENTJ. 7-9 (Mar./April 1981).

99 The need for better control of industrial chemicals has been
recognized by both labor and management. For instance, Mr. John M.
Henske , chairman and chief executive officer of Olin Corporation has
declared that "each year chemicals become more essential to our;~),'
modern way of life. The challenge is to manage them - to control:

,.them - - - so that they present minimum risk to - people and the;~;-
environment. Nowhere is this challenge more important than in the, ,,'
chemical workplace." CHEMECOLOGYat 2 (May 1981). The workmenf s

--compensation system can certainly provide the incentive to save Dn;~·,
insurance premiums through the maintenance of a workplace that is v ,:
f~~epf occuptional health hazards caused by toxic chemical agents. --


